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Quick Links 

CORK! - Part 1 

NEW - RC-200 Millwork Cutter  

If you install Johnsonite Millwork contoured rubber wall base (which would include most of my 
contractors), I’m about to simplify your life! We now carry an easy to use Millwork cutter at CDC. 
The RC-200 cutter was designed specifically for use with Johnsonite Millwork and other con-
toured rubber and vinyl wall base profiles. This cutter eliminates the need for a miter saw       
on Millwork projects. Here are some of the benefits: 

 Much safer than  a power saw  

 Cuts quickly and precisely  

 Does not produce any dust or noise 

 Requires NO electricity  

 Cuts inside and outside corners 

 Is lightweight easy to carry 
The cutter has a durable, replaceable tungsten steel 
blade with 8” cutting width, and can accommodate up 
to 7/8” thickness for straight cuts and 5/8” for angled 
cuts. Angled settings are at 22.5°, 45° and 90°. Please contact me for pricing or to place an order. 
We also have an engineered wood cutter, and will have an LVT cutter available later this year. 

I spent an amazing week in beautiful Portugal recently, learning about all things cork! Our gracious hosts, 
Amorim Cork and Harris Wood/Harris Cork, took our group on an incredible and informative journey to 
witness the entire process of harvesting and producing cork products. Founded in 1870, Amorim is the 
world’s leading manufacturer of cork products, producing 18 million wine stoppers per day (that’s a lot of 
wine!) Amorim produces other cork products as well, including flooring, acoustic underlayments, wall cov-
erings, and many others. This amazing and highly sustainable natural resource is also used in furni-
ture, the fashion industry, household goods, building exteriors, and even high-tech manufacturing such as 
gaskets for the spacecraft and automotive industries, and high-speed train and windmill components. 
 

Cork oak trees are evergreens native to Portugal, and are found in the Western Mediterranean region 
where the soil and climate provide perfect growing conditions. The trees grow naturally in the hilly 
forest, typically with other species of trees and plants. Cork trees help to preserve biodiversity in 
the region, prevent soil erosion and desertification, and absorb a significant amount of CO2. Cork forests 
in Portugal have been a carefully managed and protected resource since the thirteenth century. 
 

Cork bark is harvested on live trees in spring and summer by hand with a very sharp axe - no machines 
are used in the process - and without cutting down or harming the trees. The first harvest is not 
done until a tree is 25 years old. The cork bark regenerates, and subsequent harvests are done approxi-
mately every 9 years after that. Cork oak trees live an average of 200 years. After harvesting, the cork is dried, and then boiled to remove 
any impurities, soften it to make it more pliable, and flatten the planks. It is then graded by quality and gauge, and sorted for production. 
 

No cork goes to waste during production. Cork that is not punched for wine corks or sliced for other products is ground up to make 
agglomerate cork for many other uses. When nothing is left but cork dust, even that is used as a natural energy source. Due to its cellular 
structure, cork is known for its acoustic, impact-resistant, and thermal insulating properties. Cork is also water-resistant - it absorbs air, but 
not water. Cork is hypoallergenic, naturally fire-retardant, burns without flame and does not emit toxic gases during combustion. 
Cork is 100% natural, sustainable, and recyclable. I’ll cover cork products we offer at CDC in my next newsletter in CORK! - Part 2.  
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